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Creating products and practices for improved 
health is like assembling a jigsaw puzzle of 
capabilities.

Patents are only one type of piece of the puzzle.

Scholarly, Regulatory, Standards  & Clinical  Knowledge, 
Manufacturing & QC,  Market, Policy &  Support Capabilities 
are all equally important.

Understanding how patent knowledge and 
patent rights impact the assembly of the 
puzzle is crucial.

The Jigsaw Puzzle and  Science- and 
Technology-Enabled Problem 
Solving (STEPS)





Siloed Knowledge can now be 
linked and interpreted in various 
contexts.  Features can be used 
openly, freely and securely.



Everyone gets the best we 
have at no cost; NOT 
'Freemium'.  

The ability for anyone to create new 
value should not be constrained by 
access to critical knowledge.

Free



Our data is open, global and 
can be accessed, used, 
reused and shared by 
anyone.

We don't discriminate by who you are 
or where you are.  We aspire to help 
problem solvers in any jurisdiction 
and any language.

Open



Privacy matters. Your Lens use 
is your business and yours 
alone. 

We don't share or sell any knowledge of 
your use of The Lens.    We don't allow 
web beacons or  click-trackers to monitor 
your experience.  We don't keep track of 
what you do (unless you ask us to).   We 
don't advertise or let others advertise on 
Lens. And we avoid any third party 
software and analytics that could expose 
your use to others.

Secure



Innovator’s imperative:
be in control of your own 
creative journey.

Privacy is the new 
battleground for public good 
on the internet.

A responsible public 
agency will respect this.



The  Google journey - ‘every click you make...



The  Google journey - ‘every link you take...



The  Google journey - ‘every click you make, every link you 
take...they’ll be watching you.’





‘Free’ can cost a great deal



Lens Patent Data

112 Million Patent Records: 

• 95 jurisdictions

• 61M patent families 

• 550k biological patents

• 300M patent sequences



Lens Scholarly Data

195 million scholarly records:

• 103M journal articles

• 13.2M Books and book chapters

• 6.3M conference proceedings

• 3.7M works cited in patents

• 61.7M works cited by other scholarly works

• 1.3B scholarly citations



Features
EPO 

Espacenet
Google 
Patents

WIPO 
PatentScope

Lens

Jurisdictions 90+ 17 41 95

Sequence Data No No No
550k biological 

patents

Collections & Portfolios Yes No No Yes

Graphing and Analysis No Yes Yes Yes

Alert Service RSS only No RSS Only Yes

Patents



Features
Elsevier’s 

Scopus
Clarivate Analytics 

Web of Science
Google 
Scholar

Lens

Number of Journals 23,700 33,000 unknown 39,594

Number of Works 72,000,000 105,000,000 389,000,000 (est.) 194,830,509

Period Covered 1996 - 1900 - unknown 1800 -

Citation Analysis Yes Yes Yes
Yes 

(patents & scholar)

Bulk Export 20,000 records 5,000 records unknown 50,000 records

Scholarly Works



Our Special Sauce
Linkages between data silos

112M  Patent Records

61M Patent Families

963k US Owners

195M  Scholarly Works

30M   Authors

19k   Research Organizations

3.7M Works cited in patents

1.3B Scholarly citations

300M Bio Sequences



Lens history:

Founded in 2000, Lens was the world’s first free 
and open full text patent search.

Lens has been up 24/7 for 18 years

Now serves global scholarly knowledge and 
analytics integrated with patents.

Lens created In4M - measuring influence of 
research through its citations in patents.

Lens is been supported by philanthropies, 
governmental donors, universities, visionary 
patent offices.

Lens honors privacy and its data is fully open and 
reuseable and combinable.



Our Data and Service Partners



Our Supporters and Investors



PATENT

Search & Analysis

Use advanced search options to find 

the most relevant and important 

patents; understand their families and 

timelines; explore the richness of 

classifications.  Use facets and 

analytics to obtain new insights. .

PATENT

Search & Analysis

Use advanced search options to 
find the most relevant and 
important patents; understand 
their families and timelines; 
explore the richness of 
classifications.  Use facets and 
analytics to obtain new insights. .



SCHOLARLY

Search & Analysis

Find, collect and explore scholarly 
literature, fetch open access works and 
discover the influence of scholarship on 
both academia and industry.  Share your 
findings with anyone.   



PATCITE

Patents & Scholarship

Discover which scholarly articles have 
influenced what patents and who is 
using scholarly work to build 
products. Visualise linkages and 
explore networks of collaborations.



In4M
Using patent citations to map 
the influence of scholarship on 
academia and industry

In4M explores, exposes and ranks the 
degree to which research works, 
scholars’ work product, or whole  
institutions influence outcomes for 
society.



COLLECTIONS

Portfolios & Reports

Create and publish collections of patents 
or scholarship. Create and explore 
collections to understand who does 
what, when and where to inform 
decision-making.



PATSEQ

Explore Biological 
Sequences in Patents

DNA and protein in patents are crucial to 
understand and harness new science for 
health, agriculture and the environment.  

Lens hosts the world’s largest publicly 
available database and toolkit for 
biological patents, with internal 
transparency.



So what should patent offices do?



Focus on empowering problem solvers

● Move beyond only administering rights.  
● Remember the compact: Patents must teach.  
● Be proactive to stimulate *use* of the system to create social 

value within an innovation system. 
● In health related patents, research, scientific and clinical 

knowledge provides such critical contest.

“IP offices of the 21st century”

By Maximiliano Santa Cruz S., National Institute of Industrial Property (INAPI), Chile

https://www.wipo.int/wipo_magazine/en/2016/si/article_0005.html


● Make your data openly available & ‘free’ to public good entities.
● Focus on a good user experience that conveys context.

○ The user experience is *not* an add-on.  It is the essence of 
a knowledge journey, which is needed to create products 
and services.

● If you cannot or don’t wish to create a rich user experience, 
partner with public good entity that does.

● Give your examiners the same rich web experience to 
understand context.



Lens Innovator’s Platform: 
In your language with your data for your problem solvers



“Enabling more and different 

people to make better decisions,  

informed by evidence and 

inspired by imagination.”


